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Paschim Gujarat Vij Seva Sadan,
Opp. Nana Mauva Main Road,
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Sub: Problem of frequent power cut in Gandhidham Township and GDC area

We would like to bring to your kind notice that there is frequent intermpted power supply from pGVCL
now-a-days in Gandhidham Township and parricularly in GIDC area.

We wonder about such scenario when regular power-cut is being followed for regular maintenance
schedule and particularly pre-monsoon maintenance exercise was completed as usual. In GIDC area,
frequent power-cut takes place resulting production loss and hampers commercial activities. In response
to the complaint, PGVCL work-force do rush to the site and narrates that due to truck movement wire
got break or the truck/ trailer smashed the pole resulting power interruption. In light of such frequent
incidents, we failed to understand why PGVCL is not making permanent solution of power supply lines
and placement of poles accordingly to avoid frequent power supply interruption. PGVCL being a service
provider, it is their duty to ensure consistent uninterrupted power supply to its consumer when the
consumer regularly make payment of service charges. As a matter of the fact the consumer must ger
compensated in the form of discount in service charges in view of frequent interruption in power supply
mainly due to inefficient and improper supporting infrastructure of pGVCL.

Sir, we request you to kindly intervene in this matter and pass necessary instruction to the concerned
under intimation to us to ensure regular power supply in Gandhidham Township & GIDC area in
particular.

Thanking you.

Yours faithfully,

Hon. Secretary

Copy to: 1) Superintendent Engineer - PGVCL, Anjar
2) Executive Engineer - PGVCL, Gandhidham


